In this paper, we use a suitable conformal rescaling to construct static and rotating regular black holes in conformal massive gravity. The new metric is characterized by the mass M, the "scalar charge" Q, the angular momentum parameter a, the "hair parameter" λ, and the conformal scale factor encoded in the parameter L. We explore the shadow images and the deflection angles of relativistic massive particles in the spacetime geometry of a rotating regular black hole. For λ = 0 and Q > 0, the shadow is larger than the shadow of a Kerr black hole. In particular, if λ < 0, the shadow radius increases considerably. For λ = 0 and Q < 0, the shadow is smaller than the shadow of a Kerr black hole. Lastly, using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, we show that the deflection angle of massive particles is strongly affected by the parameter L. The deflection angle might be used to distinguish rotating regular black holes from rotating singular black holes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein's general theory of relativity is the current framework to describe the geometrical structure of the spacetime and the gravitational dynamics of massive bodies. This theory has been extensively tested in the weak field regime and we are now entering an era of precision experiments with gravitational wave detectors and electromagnetic observations which would make it possible to explore gravity in the highly nonlinear dynamical regime [1] [2] [3] [4] .
One of the most striking predictions in this theory is the existence of black holes. Black holes are spacetime regions where the gravitational field is so strong that nothing, not even light, can escape. According to Einstein's theory, at the center of a black hole, there is a gravitational singularity. Despite the efforts and the great attention in this direction, the problem of black hole singularity has not been solved yet. On the other hand, it is widely believed that the gravitational field at a much deeper level should be described by a quantum theory in terms of a spin-2 particle known as gravitons. Additionally, the scenario of a massive graviton has been considered by many authors, for example, to solve the hierarchy problem. In the Refs. [5, 6] , it has * Electronic address: kimet.jusufi@unite.edu.mk † Electronic address: mjamil@zjut.edu.cn ‡ Electronic address: chrishikesh17@fudan.edu.cn § Electronic address: bambi@fudan.edu.cn ¶ Electronic address: Anzhong Wang@baylor.edu been argued that the brane-world gravity scenarios suggest a massive gravity. Historically, the idea of massive gravity was first investigated by Fierz and Pauli [7] . It has been shown that the theory of massive gravity is not free from ambiguities, for example, we can mention here the existence of vDVZ (van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov) discontinuity. To resolve this problem, Vainshtein introduced a mechanism [8] to avoid the discontinuity problem. Yet another problem associated with this theory, was the ghost instability at the non-linear level [9] . Later on, to avoid such an instability, de Rham, Gabadadze and Tolley (dRGT) [10] proposed a new massive gravity theory by extending the Fierz-Pauli theory. In this direction, other models have been proposed [11, 12] . Recently, the black hole thermodynamics has been studied in dRGT massive gravity [13] , while in Ref. [14] a few authors studied neutron stars in the context of massive gravity. More recently, Bebronne and Tinyakov [15] obtained spherically-symmetric vacuum solution in massive gravity. This solution is shown to depend on the mass M, a quantity known as the scalar charge Q, and a parameter λ. It was used in [16] to study the validity of the laws of thermodynamics. Finally, let us point out that other solutions in massive gravity have been reported in literature [17] .
In this paper, we present the shadow cast by black holes in massive gravity. First, we consider the spherically symmetric black hole solution of [15] and we show that this solution is non-singular in a theory with conformal symmetry. Later, using a modified Newman-Janis algorithm we obtain a rotating solution in massive gravity which is also non-singular in the theory with conformal symmetry. The conformal invariance is expected to obtain via a theory where the massive gravity metric g µν is replaced by an auxiliary dilaton field Φ and the metriĉ g µν is given by
where 2/κ 2 4 = 1 16πG N . However, the world around us is not conformally invariant and we must thus find a mechanism to end up with a low energy effective action without conformal symmetry. For instance, the symmetry may be spontaneously broken, or it may be realized in the UV regime at a UV fixed point [18] . At high energies, when conformal invariance is restored, there are no mass scales. So the mass of the graviton should appear when the conformal symmetry is broken. There are different realizations, but in the simplest scenario we will have a dilaton field Φ that gives both the mass of the graviton and the value of Newton's constant, and we may thus need a small constant to link the two quantities.
One of our goals here is to study the shadows of both non-rotating and rotating regular black holes in massive gravity. Shadows possess interesting observational signatures and, in the future, it may be possible to put observational constraints on gravitational theories from shadow observations. While the characteristic map of a shadow image would depend on the details of the astrophysical environment around the black hole, the shadow contour is determined only by the spacetime metric itself. In light of this, there have been efforts to investigate shadows cast by different black holes and compact objects. The shadow of a Schwarzschild black hole was first studied by Synge [19] and Luminet [20] and the same for Kerr black hole was studied by Bardeen [21] . Since then various authors have studied shadows in modified theories of gravity and wormholes . On the other hand, gravitational deflection by black holes is an interesting topic. For example, one can use it to distinguish different spacetime geometries. Some recent contributions to the problem of the deflection of massive particles can be found in Refs. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . Note that photon trajectories are independent of the conformal factor, so our shadow calculations are to test the black hole solutions in massive gravity, not the conformal factor in the metric. This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we review the black hole solution in massive gravity. In Sec. III, we construct a static regular black hole solution in massive gravity. In IV, we extend the static solution to a rotating solution. In V, we construct a singularity-free rotating black hole in massive gravity. In Secs.VI and VII, we study the geodesics equations and the shadow images of these black holes. In VIII, we consider the problem of gravitational deflection of massive particles. Finally, in Sec. IX, we comment on our results.
II. BLACK HOLES IN MASSIVE GRAVITY
Let us begin with a brief review of the black hole solution in massive gravity. Our massive gravity theory is described by the action [67] 
where R is as usual the scalar curvature and F is a function of the scalar fields ψ i and ψ 0 , which are minimally coupled to gravity. These scalar fields play the crucial role for spontaneously breaking Lorentz symmetry. Actually, this action in massive gravity can be treated as the low-energy effective theory below the ultraviolet cutoff Λ. The value of Λ is of the order of mM pl , where m is the graviton mass and M pl is the Planck mass. The function F depends on two particular combinations of the derivatives of the Goldstone fields, X and W ij , which are defined as
where the constant Λ has the dimension of mass. From this, one can arrive at a new type of black hole solutions, namely, massive gravity black holes (detailed derivation can be found in [15] ). The ansatz for the static spherically symmetric black hole solutions can be written in the following form:
where the metric function with the scalar fields are assumed in the following form
and
with
where M is the gravitational mass of the body and λ is a parameter of the model that depends on the scalar charge Q. The presence of the scalar charge modifies the Schwarzschild solution in an interesting way.
In the present article, we shall consider M > 0 along with the possibilities: Q > 0 and Q < 0, λ > 0 and λ < 0, respectively. From the spacetime metric, one can easily observe its deviation from the usual Schwarzschild black hole due to the presence of the scalar charge Q and the "hair parameter" λ. Consequently one can show that the attractive gravitational potential can be stronger or weaker than the usual Schwarzschild black hole depending on the sign before Q.
III. REGULAR BLACK HOLES IN CONFORMAL MASSIVE GRAVITY
In this section, we construct a singularity-free spherically symmetric black hole in massive gravity. In [18, 68, 69] , the authors presented a method to find regular black hole solutions by rescaling the metric with a scale factor. The resultant metric becomes a solution of a theory having conformal symmetry and is regular everywhere. The underlying idea behind conformal gravity is that the spacetime singularities appearing in gravity theories are just an artifact of gauge in conformal theory and they can be removed by a suitable gauge transformation, which in this case is the rescaling that we perform [18, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] .
Here we also check the regularity of the spacetime by studying preliminarily the curvature invariants, and in detail the geodesic completion of massive and massless particles. However, we need to emphasize that the scalar curvatures are invariants in Einstein's gravity but they are not co-covariant in conformal gravity (invariant under both Weyl and general coordinate transformations). Therefore they cannot be used to check the regularity of spacetime and we need to rely on geodesic completion.
In conformal gravity, the theory is invariant under both coordinate and conformal symmetries,
From the previous work, we expect that the conformal factor Ω capable of resolving the singularity should be singular at the singularity of the metric. We now explicitly provide -in whatever conformally invariant theory -an example of a singularityfree exact black hole solution obtained by rescaling the Schwarzschild metric by a suitable overall conformal factor Ω. The new singularity-free black hole metric takes the form
where
Here λ is the parameter of the model of massive gravity and L is a parameter introduced for dimensional reasons. It could be equal to the Planck length L = L P , the fundamental scale of the theory, or even L ∝ M. The scale factor W(r) meets the conditions W −1 (0) = 0 and W −1 (∞) = 1. Moreover the singularity (at r = 0) appears exactly where the conformal transformation becomes singular, i.e. where W −1 = 0. Here we must understand the singularity issue as an artifact of the conformal gauge. In [55] the authors have reported a constraint of L/M < 0.12 for a regular Kerr black hole from the analysis of a 30 ks NuSTAR observation of the stellarmass black hole in GS 1354645 during its outburst in 2015.
In general, one can have infinite class of such functions W(r) that enables us to map the singular Schwarzschild spacetime to an "everywhere regular" one. The metric after conformal rescaling can be written as
For the metric above, the Kretschmann invariantK = Riem 2 and the Ricci scalarR are reported in the Appendix A. These scalar invariants are regular everywhere in the spacetime including r = r sing . Now we would like to consider the regularity of spacetime we obtained by studying the geodesic motion of massive and massless particles.
For massive particles, we haveĝ * µνẋ µẋν = −1, where the dotted quantities denote the derivative with repect to the proper time τ. In this analysis, we consider purely radial geodesics only, i.e.θ =φ = 0. Hence the equation becomesĝ * ttṫ
The metric under consideration is independent of time coordinate, therefore we have the conservation of the particle energy E
Now using (12) and (13), we obtaiṅ
From the above equation, we can calculate the proper time required for a massive particle to reach r * = r sing from a finite radius r in . Integrating by parts, we find proper time τ as a function of the radial coordinate r of a massive particle with vanishing angular momentum moving to smaller radii from the initial coordinate r = r in . The solid line corresponds to the proper time in the rescaled metric and the particle cannot reach the surface r = r sing . The dashed line corresponds to the standard metric in massive gravity. Right panel: as in the left panel for the affine parameter σ of a massless particle. In these plots, we assume E = L = 1, M = 2, λ = 4, and r in = 10.
The left panel in Figure ( 1) shows the numerical integration of the expression (15) . We can see from the plot that it takes infinite amount of time for the massive particle to reach the surface r = r sing . Similarly, for a massless particle we haveĝ * µνẋ µẋν = 0, where the dotted quantities denote dervatives with respect to an affine parameter σ. In this case, we finḋ
and integrating by parts, we obtain
The right panel in Figure ( 1) shows the numerical integration of the expression (17) . As we can see from the plot, a massless particle cannot reach the singular surface r = r sing with a finite amount of affine parameter.
IV. ROTATING SPACETIME IN MASSIVE GRAVITY WITHOUT COMPLEXIFICATION
In this section, we briefly summarize the method without complexification presented by Azreg-Ainou [73] to construct stationary spacetimes in massive gravity starting from the static metric (5) which can be written as
The first step of the algorithm is to write down the above metric in the advance null (Eddington-Finkelstein) coordinates (u, r, θ, φ) using the transformation
The metric in the advance null coordinate becomes
(20) The second step is to express the inverse metric g µν using a null tetrad Z µ α = (l µ , n µ , m µ ,m µ ) in the form
wherem µ is the complex conjugate of m µ , and the tetrad vectors satisfy the relations
One finds that the tetrad vectors satisfying the above relations are given by
Then we perform the complex coordinate transformation in the r − u plane given by
where a is the spin parameter. The third step of the New-manJanis algorithm is usually related with the complexification of the radial coordinate r. Note that there is an ambiguity related to this step, namely, as argued in [73] there are many ways to complexify r, therefore we shall follow here the procedure in Ref. [73] which basically drops the complexification procedure of the metric functions f (r), g(r) and h(r). In this method, we accept the transformation (24) and that the functions f (r), g(r) and h(r) transform to F = F(r, a, θ), G = G(r, a, θ) and H = H(r, a, θ), respectively. Thus our new null tetrads are
Using these null tetrads, the new inverse metric given by
The new metric in the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates reads
The final but crucial step is to bring this form of the metric to the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates by a global coordinate transformation of the form
Here
Since the functions F, G and H are still unknown, one can fix some of them to get rid of the cross-term dtdr in the metric. Now, if we choose
The rotating solution is finally written as ds 2 = − (g(r)h(r) + a 2 cos 2 θ)H (k(r) + a 2 cos 2 θ) 2 dt 2 +
(36) Now since f (r) = g(r), and h(r) = r 2 , thus Eq. (33) implies k(r) = h(r). Furthermore, the function H(r, θ, a) is still arbitrary and can be chosen so that the cross-term of the Einstein tensor G rθ , for a physically acceptable rotating solution, identically vanishes, i.e. G rθ = 0. The latter constraint yields the differential equation
where y = cos θ and h(r) = r 2 . One can check that the solution of the above equation has the following form (see, [73] )
With this information in hand, the rotating black hole solution in massive gravity reads
This spacetime is singular at the surface r = r sing , where ρ 2 = 0. We plot the radius of horizons with respect to the spin a and scalar charge Q in Fig. (2) . For instance, Fig. (2) (left panel) shows that there are exactly two horizons for each value of spin parameter except near the turning points where a unique horizon exists (extremal case). Fig. ( 2) (right) shows the existence of two horizons explicitly when Q < 0. For Q > 0, a single horizon exists (suggesting the extremal case). 
V. ROTATING REGULAR BLACK HOLES IN CONFORMAL MASSIVE GRAVITY
In this section, we construct singularity-free rotating black holes. In particular, the singularity-free black hole solution is obtained by rescaling the Kerr metric in massive gravity by a suitable overall conformal factor W(r, θ) as follows
In general, one can have an infinite class of such functions W(r) that enable us to map the singular Schwarzschild spacetime to an "everywhere regular" one. The metric after conformal rescaling can be written as
where ds 2 is given by Eq. (39) . For the metric above, the expressions for the Kretschmann invariant,K =Riem 2 and Ricci scalar are cumbersome. We show their behavior with respect to radial coordinate on the equatorial plane in Fig. (3) , which suggests a presence of highly curved/non-flat spacetime regions 0 < r < 2, while it is nearly flat outside this domain. It is interesting to note that there are no spacetime divergences. Now we show the regularity of the spacetime by studying the geodesic completion of massive and mass-less particles. We start with the Lagrangian for a massive particle moving in the equatorial plane (θ = π/2)
where m is the mass of the test particle. The metric here is stationary and axis-symmetric, therefore we shall have two invariant quantities given by
Solving the above equations forφ andṫ with J = 0 and L = −m, we obtaiṅ
The equation of motion for a massive particle iŝ
Using (47), we write (48) aŝ where E = E/m as before. Rearranging this differential equation, we can calculate the proper time required for a massive particles to reach the surface r = r sing ,
We numerically solve this integral and the result is shown in the left panel of Figure (4) . One can easily see that the massive particle requires infinite amount of proper time to reach the surface r = r sing in the nonsingular rotating metric in massive gravity. On the other hand, a massive particle in the unscaled metric reaches the surface r = r sing at a finite time.
Similarly for massless particles, we haveĝ * µνẋ µẋν = 0. Here the dotted quantities are now derivatives with respect to an affine parameter σ. The equation of motion for a massless particle with vanishing angular momen-tum becomesĝ * rrṙ
We can integrate this differential equation for a photon directed towards r = r sing , and the result reads
We plot the solution of this integral in the right panel of Figure (4) . It is clear from the plot that the massless particle never reaches the surface r = r sing with finite amount of affine parameter.
VI. SEPARATION OF NULL GEODESIC EQUATIONS AND BLACK HOLE SHADOW
In this section, we consider the null geodesic equations in the general rotating spacetime (39) using the Hamilton-Jacobi method and obtain a general formula for finding the contour of a shadow. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is given by
where σ is the affine parameter, S is the Jacobi action. There are two conserved quantities, the conserved energy E = −p t and the conserved angular momentum J = p φ (about the axis of symmetry). In order to find a separable solution of Eq. (53), we can express the action in terms of the known constants of the motion as follows
where µ is the mass of the test particle. For a photon, we take µ = 0. Putting Eq. (54) in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and using the Lagrangian
it is straightforward to recover the following equations of motions
where X(r) = (r 2 + a 2 ), and ∆(r) is defined by Eq. (41) , while K is known as the Carter separation constant. If we define ξ = J/E and η = K/E 2 , for the unstable circular photon orbits one has the following conditions: R(r ph ) = 0, R (r ph ) = 0 and R ≥ 0. Note that r = r ph gives the photon orbit radius. From these conditions it follows (see, [74] )
(63) If we eliminate η and solve for ξ evaluated at r = r ph , it follows [74] 
Thus, equations (64) and (65) are basic equations to study the black hole shadow. To obtain the apparent shape of a black hole shadow, we need to introduce the celestial coordinates α and β which by construction lie in the celestial plane perpendicular to the line joining the observer and the center of the spacetime geometry. These coordinates α and β are defined as follows
where (r 0 , θ 0 ) are the position coordinates of the observer. After taking the limit, we obtain
The shadows are constructed by using the unstable photon orbit radius r ph as a parameter and then plotting parametric plots of α and β using Eqs. (64), (65), (68) and (69). The size of the event horizon of the black hole in massive gravity (red color) compared to the Kerr vacuum black hole ( blue color with Q = 0). We see that for negative values of Q and constant λ, the event horizon size is smaller compared to the Kerr vacuum case.
VII. SHADOW OF REGULAR BLACK HOLES IN MASSIVE GRAVITY
Using the expressions for ξ and η we find the following results
Depending on the sign before Q and λ, we can have two interesting cases: Firstly, when λ > 0 or λ < 0, provided Q > 0, we observe that the size of the apparent shadow is bigger compared to that of the Kerr solution. Moreover with the decrease of λ while keeping Q > 0, the shadow radius increases. Secondly, when λ > 0 and λ < 0, provided Q < 0, we observe that the size of apparent shadows is smaller compared to that of the Kerr solution. That is, with a decrease of λ the shadow radius decreases. One can observe a correspondence between the size of the event horizon area and the black hole shadow size. Namely, with the increase of the event horizon area (see Fig. 5 ), the shadow images also increase. On the other hand, if the event horizon area decreases (see Fig 6) , the shadow radius also decreases. This is in agreement with a recent proposal [75] , according to which there is a correspondence between the second law and black hole shadow. Namely, the event horizon area of the black hole will not decrease with time δA ≥ 0, and the shadow radius of the black hole does not decrease with time. This is related to the fact that the temperature of the Kerr black hole can be a function of not only the event horizon radius r h , but also the radius of the shadow r s .
VIII. DEFLECTION ANGLE OF MASSIVE PARTICLES
From the form of the metric (39) , it is easy to see that the deflection angle of light should not depend upon the conformal factor. Therefore, let us now focus on a more interesting problem, namely the gravitational deflection of relativistic massive particles using the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and following the approach introduced by Crisnejo, Gallo and Jusufi [56] . For a given stationary, and axisymmetric spacetime (M, g αβ ), in the presence of cold non-magnetized plasma with the refractive index n is given by
where ω(x) gives the photon frequency measured by an observer following a timelike Killing vector field. On the other hand, ω e (x), is known as the plasma frequency given by
here e and m e represents the charge and the mass of the electron, respectively. Furthermore N(x) gives the number density of electrons in the plasma media. It is worth noting that the quantity ω(x) in terms of the gravitational redshift is given by To calculate the deflection angle of massive particles, we shall use a correspondence between the motion of a photon in a cold non-magnetized plasma and the motion of a test massive particle in the same background. In particular, one should identify the electron frequency of the plasmahω e with the mass m of the test massive particle and the total energy E =hω ∞ of a photon with the total energy E ∞ = m/(1 − v 2 ) 1/2 . With those pieces of information in hand, let us formulate the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Theorem. Let D ⊂ S be a regular domain of an oriented two-dimensional surface S with a Riemannian metricg ij , the boundary of which is formed by a closed, simple, piece-wise, regular, and positive oriented curve ∂D : R ⊃ I → D. Then,
Note that χ(D) and K are known as the Euler characteristic and Gaussian curvature of the optical domain D, respectively. Moreover k g represents the geodesic curvature of the optical domain ∂D, while, i gives the corresponding exterior angle in the i-th vertex. Without going into details, the Gauss-Bonnet theorem can be reformulated in terms of the deflection angleα, as follows [56] π+α
where the limit R → ∞ was applied. For the asymptotically flat spacetimes, one can easily show the following condition [k g dσ dφ ] C R → 1 when the radius of C R tends to infinity. This in turn from the GBT allows us to express the deflection angle by the simple relation
In this work we will restrict our attention to asymptotically flat spacetimes, and by then the expression (79) will be enough to calculate the deflection angle. In particular, for light rays moving in the equatorial plane characterized by θ = π/2, its geodesic curvature can be calculated as follows,
whereĝ is the determinant ofĝ ab . Next, the metric on the equatorial plane can be written as,
By making use of the above correspondence on the metric, we find the Finsler-Randers metric determined by
whereĝ ab dx a dx b = n 2 [(
Furthermore, in the linear order of a one has
along with the refractive index given by
With this identification at hand, the deflection angle is expressed as followŝ
Note that l is some affine parameter (see, [56] ). In addition, S represents the source and R represents the re- ceiver, respectively. In what follows we will consider some special cases depending on the value of λ, provided λ > 0. Otherwise, for a general λ, one can only study finite distance corrections.
As a first example, we will consider the case λ = 1. Moreover, our metric (39) at the first order in a, and by restricting our attention to the equatorial plane yields
The Gaussian optical curvature is found to be
On the other hand for the geodesic curvature contribution we find
The deflection angle readŝ
with s = +1 for prograde orbits and s = −1 for retrograde ones. Utilizaing our expression (93) we obtain the following result for the deflection anglê
where s stands for the prograde/retrograde orbit. Furthermore setting v = 1, we obtain the deflection angle of light given by (see, [76] )
Thus, as we expected, there is no effect of L 2 on the light deflection. The corresponding result for the static case was previously reported in Ref. [76] .
Case λ = 2
In this case, the linearized metric can be written as follows
(96) The Gaussian optical curvature is found to be
(97) Using (93) we obtain the following result for the deflection anglê
As a special case, Q → −Q 2 and L 2 = 0, we find the deflection angle in a Kerr-Newman spacetime obtained in [56] . The deflection angle of light follows the limit v = 1, yielding [76] 
3. Case λ = 3
As the last example we shall consider λ = 3. The spacetime metric in this case reads
The Gaussian optical curvature reads
Using the expression (93) we obtain the deflection angle for prograde/retrograde orbits of massive particles,
Finally, the deflection angle of light results witĥ
For the static spacetime the corresponding result was obtained by Jusufi et al. [76] .
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have constructed static and rotating regular black holes in conformal massive gravity. Choosing a suitable scaling factor, we have shown that the scalar invariants are indeed regular everywhere. Moreover, to justify the regularity of the spacetime, we have checked the geodesics completeness for a test massive particle by calculating the proper time. To this end, we have investigated in more detail the shadow images and the deflection angle of relativistic massive particles in the spacetime geometry of the regular rotating black hole. Our result shows that:
• For λ > 0, or λ < 0, and Q > 0, the shadow images are larger compared to the Kerr vacuum black hole shadow. Specifically, with the decrease of λ the shadow radius increases.
• For λ > 0, or λ < 0, and Q < 0. the size of the shadows is smaller compared to the Kerr vacuum black hole shadow. In this case, with the decrease of λ the shadow radius decreases, compared to the Kerr black hole shadow. Finally, using the correspondence between the motion of a photon in a cold non-magnetized plasma and the motion of a test massive particle in the same background and utilizing the Gauss-Bonnet theorem over the optical geometry, we have calculated the deflection angle of massive particles. Among other things, we have shown that the deflection angle is affected in leading order by the conformal factor. In fact, the choice of conformal factor plays a crucial role in calculating the deflection angle. This important result shows that the deflection angle of particles can be used to distinguish a rotating regular black hole from a rotating singular black hole. As a special case when v = 1, the deflection angle of light is obtained. As expected, the conformal factor does not affect the deflection angle. 
